
Some elements on AAR pneumatic brake 

 

Pages dedicated to pneumatic brake are essentially focused on UIC pneumatic brake, as European railways – 
and in particular French railways – are using UIC standards: therefore this type of brake equips almost all 
trains operated on main lines and suburban networks of our old Continent. 

Nevertheless, it is of interest to understand the few differences with the second main set of standards, i.e. the 
AAR (Association of American Railroads) one, as probably more vehicles in the world are equipped according 
to these standards that according to the UIC ones: most of American continent (North, Central and South 
America) are using these standards, as well as several African countries in the south of the continent, and also 
Australia, New Zealand and some Asian countries. 

Differences between the two sets of standards are mainly issued from history of railways on both sides of 
Atlantic. Indeed, in Europe railways were mainly used as passengers mass transportation system (despite the 
development of automobile and, recently, of air transport) due to short distances in geographically small sized 
countries when, in North America, railways have been since long used quite only for freight traffic, air transport 
being considered from the middle of 20th century as better adapted to passenger traffic in a country sized like a 
continent. Moreover, automobile has, much sooner as nowhere in the world, conquered the heart of 
population, as a symbol of freedom and emancipation. 

This is teh reason why specificities of AAR pneumatic brake clearly shows that it has been designed for long to 
very long trains, destined to freight traffic, thus using simples and robust equipment, as much as possible 
standardized, this with aim to ensure an initial investment as low as possible and a quick return on investment 
with low operating costs. 

Operating principles of the AAR pneumatic brake 

The AAR pneumatic brake is working exactly in the same way as the UIC one: this comes from the fact that 
they have been developed on the same basis; i.e. the George WESTINGHOUSE invention (see the page 
dedicated to history of the railway brake) 

Thus, braking control relies, as for UIC, on pressure changes in a Brake Pipe (BP). These changes are 
controlled from the active driving cab by means of a driver’s brake valve. 

Main differences between UIC and AAR pneumatic brakes 

Main differences are the following: 

• The AAR brake cannot be modulated during release phase : any pressure increase by more than 0.10 
to 0.15 bar in the BP initiates a complete brake release at the level of each vehicle, this even if the BP 
pressure has not reached its working value. This behavior is similar to the one observed in the past 
with triple valves, which where the ancestors of the distributor valves for UIC. 

• In emergency braking, the brake cylinder pressure shall be 15 to 20% higher than the pressure 
corresponding to maximum service braking. This implies installing a second auxiliary reservoir, 
dedicated to emergency braking (sometimes, a single reservoir is used, but separated in two portions). 
This also means that the AAR distributor valves are a little bit more complex, as they have two main 
portions – one for service braking, one for emergency braking – in order to manage these two pressure 
levels. 

• AAR distributor valves are mandatory equipped with BP venting accelerators. These devices have the 
target as the accelerating reservoir of the UIC distributor valve (accelerating the propagation of 
pressure change in the BP and avoiding its reduction along the train), but their efficiency is notably 



higher. Each distributor valve includes two accelerating functions: one for service braking and one for 
emergency braking. Thus, the brake application time at brake cylinder level measured on the last 
wagon on test bench for an equivalent 150 wagons train (i.e. 2286 meters) shall be of a maximum 75 
seconds : for a 750 meters UIC train, this time can reach up to 50 seconds… It has to be noted that the 
max release time measured on the 150th wagon is of 16 to 17 seconds! 

• The brake cylinder pressure does not depend on the ratio between this brake cylinder pressure, the BP 
pressure and the control reservoir pressure, but on the ratio between the brake cylinder pressure and 
the auxiliary reservoir pressure : therefore the brake cylinder pressure can be different from one vehicle 
to the other, for the same BP pressure and according to the respective brake cylinder and auxiliary 
reservoir volumes (this pressure being fixed and defined at 3.8 bar for UIC, whatever these volumes 
may be). Therefore AAR defines characteristics for a defined brake cylinder volume. 

Compared performances 

The UIC pneumatic brake always performs better than the AAR one for trains of short or medium length (up to 
750 to 800 meters). For long trains, the AAR brake appears very quickly to better perform than the UIC one, in 
particular in terms of response times. Brake application times on a very long train can be reduced by the half 
thanks to the AAR brake with active accelerating devices. During brake release, same applies: the release 
time at the rear end of a 1300 meters train is around 7 times shorter with the AAR brake. 

The main drawback of the AAR brake remains the impossibility of modulation during brake release: this 
becomes quickly critical for trains operated on uneven to strongly uneven line profiles, on which modulation 
during brake release brings a higher safety and operating time savings  (this avoids “breaking” too often the 
train speed in descending slopes, as this absence of modulation during brake release imposes to strongly slow 
down the train, then fully release so that it recovers its speed before strongly braking again when reaching the 
speed limit). This drawback has been mitigated in several countries by using the UIC brake for passenger 
trains (this leading to dedicated traction engines…). 

Introduction to electronic brake 

The very high length of freight trains operated under AAR standards, essentially in North America, South 
Africa and Australia, is an obstacle to the increase of their commercial speed: intrinsic response times of the 
pneumatic brake impose more important anticipations of braking phases, as well as longer stopping distances 
and a more “chopped” speed profile. 

This is the reason why AAR and American operators have supported, some years ago, the development of the 
electronic brake for freight trains (called ECP Brake, for Electronically Controlled Pneumatic Brake). The 
principle consists in doubling the BP with an electric control which, at the level of each wagon, will deliver 
braking demands to an electronic unit, which in turn controls the brake cylinder pressure. The traditional 
pneumatic brake still exists in order to ensure safety, as well as a back-up control in case of failure or when 
some of the wagons in the train are not equipped with the electronic brake. 

Two technologies have been investigated: 

• Control by means of a digital bus installed all long the train, and starting on the leading locomotive : the 
energy is provided to the electronic units on each wagon by a second electric train line, supplying 
power from the locomotive. 

• Control by means of radio transmission: each electronic unit is equipped with a receiver / transmitter, 
and brake demands issued from the locomotive are propagated from one wagon to the other all along 
the train: this principle make it easy possible to “isolate” a wagon on which the device is failed, the 
reception/emission power being sufficient to cover several wagons up and downstream ; the electric 
power is in this case supplied by local batteries installed on each wagon, and loaded by means of a 
generator driven by one of the axles. 



Only the wired technology (based on a digital bus) have been kept and subject to a full development. AAR 
started to issue standards linked to this technology, which revealed several advantages: 

• Better performances: stopping distances are reduced by 30 to 50%. 

• Energy consumption saving: slowing down phases are better controlled, and traction resuming phases 
more economic, this making it possible to save energy consumed by traction engines (ca 5%). 

• Saving on brake shoes and wheels wear: due to a more rational use of braking during train operation, 
brakes are generally less solicited, and wear is lower: reduction in wear of brake shoes and wheels has 
been estimated at around 20%. 

Therefore, some of North-American, South-African and Australian operators are operating complete trains 
equipped with the electronic brake since 1999/2000. UIC was highly interested by this technology, and a scale 
1 test was planned based on a common ALSTOM/ SAB WABCO development (called FEBIS) and a 
specification issued by SNCF and DBAG: aim was to adapt the principles of this technology to UIC specificities 
and European operating modes. Unfortunately, this project has been stopped before tis test, in particular due 
to the fact that there was no market for long freight trains in Europe, and also because of necessity to adapt 
infrastructures (length of on-line stablings and shunting yards). 

 


